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such as invoices, letters and type specimens, is at best
fragmentary and nearly impossible to contextualise without
an analysis of the books themselves. On the other hand,
researchers are simply overwhelmed by the amount of
material available. For the 16th century alone, the German
national bibliography VD16 (www.vd16.de) lists over
100,000 titles. This makes it impractical to look at every
book individually and determine its fonts or even only its
main text font.
Recent research presents a solution to this problem. With
the help of a newly developed pattern recognition tool, large
amounts of digitised book pages can be categorised into
font groups. This tool was developed in the context of a
project on font-specific OCR (Weichselbaumer et al. 2019,
Seuret et al. 2019) and was then used for a large dataset of
digitised books from BSB Munich. This paper will present
the results and provide new insights into the rapid rise of
Fraktur.
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Introduction
From the first experiments in 1513, Fraktur quickly
became the most successful gothic font in print history.
Whereas gothic fonts in most other countries went out of
use in the 16th and 17th centuries, Fraktur became by far
the most used font for German texts in the early modern
period. The font also made it to modernity and was used
frequently, almost unchanged, until the middle of the 20th
century. Even today the font is often used especially when
a design should appear ‘historical’.
Despite its importance, fairly little is known about the
famous font. The origins of Fraktur at the beginning of the
16th century and the possible creators Vincenz Rockner
and Johann Neudörffer have been the subjects of several
studies (Kautzsch 1922, Kapr 1993: 24, Hessel 1937).
Apart from this, however, we know remarkably little about
its development over the following centuries. Only the
Antiqua-Fraktur dispute around 1800 gained the interest of
book historians again when German intellectuals discussed
which of the two fonts is more appropriate for German
texts (Lühmann 1981, Killius 1999). Yet the emergence
of Fraktur and its leading role in font history remains
understudied.
Tracing the emergence of Fraktur is complicated by
two facts: On the one hand, contemporary evidence,

Our methodology is based on automatic document image
labeling which is done by a deep convolutional neural
network (CNN) trained for font classification. As artificial
intelligence typically requires a great amount of data,
we manually prepared a training dataset of more than
35’000 document images, each labeled with the used fonts.
We recently published this dataset along with a complete
description of the approach we used (Seuret et al. 2019).
For these test pages, we reach an accuracy slightly higher
than 98% for recognising the main font.
As CNN architecture, we employ a DenseNet-121
(Huang et al. 2017). It is composed of 121 neural layers,
most of them contained in 4 densely connected blocks. To
identify the main font in a document image, we split it
into many overlapping 224x224 px large patches, which are
subsequently passed to the CNN. The overall page result
is obtained by taking the average of all classified patches.
Processing pages patch-wise is significantly more memoryfriendly than using fully-convolutional neural networks and
does not require expensive hardware.
For this study, book processing was done in two
steps. First, we extracted the production years and the
language of digitised books from the available metadata.
We disregarded books that were not tagged as German as
well as those without a clear date of publication (using
15 processing rules for the dates, in addition to an extrapermissive roman numbers parser). Second, we identified
the main font of the pages 10 to 19 of every book, thereby
avoiding prefaces and title pages which can differ quite
decisively from the rest of the book. In case the network
did not detect the same font on at least 6 pages of the same
book, we disregarded the entire 10 pages. This way we
automatically labelled 10 pages of a total of 85’165 books
as the basis for this study.
Library catalogues are a great resource for metadata. Yet,
in many cases early printed books were collated differently,
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even within the same library. This is largely the result
of changing bibliographical practices in the past decades
in which only slowly a standard emerged. Therefore, we
often find metadata that is not standardised.The date of
publication is often far from straight-forward. It may just be
an estimation with words like ‘ca.’, ‘um’ or ‘etwa’; it may
include two years, such as 1549/50; or it may be displayed
in Roman numerals, which sometimes differ from modernday practice, such as ‘MDXXXX’.
In parsing this data, we attempted to keep as much usable
data as possible without distorting the results. Roman
numerals were transformed into arabic numbers. In case
two years are given (e.g. 1549/50), the first and second
year were alternated. If the year was given as a time span
(e.g. 1650-1660) we computed the average of both values
and rounded to the larger number when necessary. For
the estimated dates we decided that omitting the records
altogether would have shrunk the database considerably.
So we just deleted the estimation markers like ‘ca.’ and
kept the years. This produced larger spikes every 50 years
and smaller ones every 5 and 10 years, but these can be
explained easily when interpreting the results.
After we received the results of the network we doublechecked unlikely results by hand. This included some
60 books printed after 1550 which were classified as
fonts predominantly used in the incunabula era - Rotunda,
Textura, Gotico-Antiqua and Bastarda. In most cases these
were actually empty pages with text bleeding through the
other side of the page. Occasionally there were also tables
with arabic numerals which were classified wrongly as one
of the fonts mentioned above. We decided to delete this
small number of misclassified books.

Figure 1: Main font groups in 85,223 digitised books
from the Bavarian State Library, printed between 1472
and 18002
With regard to font groups, the diagram showing absolute
values (Fig. 1) stresses the fact that for German texts,
Schwabacher and Fraktur are by far the two most important
font groups. Yet, due to the much higher print production in
the 18th century, Fraktur appears approximately 8.5 times
as many times as a main font as Schwabacher.
In the results, you can also find a negligible number of
Hebrew (4) and Greek (2) recognized as main fonts. They
either actually aren’t German ( bsb10239978 ) pointing to a
rare mistake in the metadata of the books, or contain pages
with mainly Hebrew/Greek characters ( bsb10779648 /
bsb10360987 ). The book bsb11254779 (apparently written
for Christians in Israel) is mainly Hebrew but has a
German title. The Catechismus D. Martini Lutheri minor: E
lingua vernacula in Latinam & Graecam pridem translates
( bsb11229498 ) has been recognized as Greek although this
is only true for 1/3 of the text.

Figure 2: Main font groups in 85,223 digitised books
from the Bavarian State Library, printed between 1472
and 1800, normalised in percentage

Results
The resulting data1, which shows the publication of books
in the German language, seems to be fairly representative of
the general print production in Germany. After a relatively
slow start up to 1520, the Reformation led to a very
considerable spike in print production. The Thirty Years
War (1618-1648) brought the print industry almost to a
standstill. After that we see a steady rise in the number of
editions per year, quickly accelerating at the end of the 18th
century. Interestingly, the slight drop towards the very end
of the century is rather unexpected. It may just be the result
of the library’s preference to digitise material pre-1800.

But absolute numbers only tell half the story. In order
to know how important a font was at a given time, it is
more fruitful to look at its share of the print production
in a given year. In a normalised diagram of the same data
we see much noise for the first decades of print up to the
1520ies. This is caused by the very low print production
at that time and by the fact that printers often used fonts
inconsistently as they did not have a complete set of font
styles available. Nevertheless, the diagram shows that in
the first decades of print, the two most important fonts for
German texts seem to have been Bastarda and Rotunda.
They were then gradually replaced by Schwabacher from
the 1490ies onwards. Schwabacher reaches its largest share
in the 1520ies to the 1540ies, the height of Reformation
printing, before it is gradually replaced by a relatively new
font - Fraktur. It is firmly established as the main font for
German from about 1585 onwards. Only in the last decades
of the 18th century does another font, Antiqua, become
slightly more important in the production of German books.
This indicates that the Antiqua-Fraktur debate had indeed
some impact on contemporary book design. However,
the overwhelming majority of books were still printed in
Fraktur.
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Conclusion
This study shows that Schwabacher dominated German
language printing for the larger part of the 16th century
until a fairly slow and linear change brought Fraktur to
the dominant role it then kept through the 17th and 18th
century. This makes the rise of Fraktur no less decisive, but
significantly slower than often assumed (Kapr 1991, p 42;
Killius 1999, p. 82).
These results have implications not only for the history
of typography but also for OCR. When institutions use
OCR engines, it is vital to choose the correct model
for the specific text font. Quite commonly libraries use
either Antiqua or Fraktur when a Schwabacher model or a
mixed model could actually produce much better results,
especially for books printed in the 16th century.
The used method promises to be a helpful and viable tool
for digital book history. It paves the way for further studies
on the statistical analysis of font use in early printed books
and at the same time allows further research on the reasons
for the change from Schwabacher to Fraktur. In addition, it
offers the opportunity to shed more light on the role of type
foundries in the development of book design in the early
modern period.

Fußnoten
1. All data produced for this paper can be downloaded
here: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3598515 .
2. In this and the following figure, the font groups “other
font” and “not a font” are not shown as they would mainly
represent noise (images, blank pages, tables etc.).
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